
Introduction 

The scenario follows a conventional pattern:
the traveller is looking forward with great
anticipation to the tour or the cruise begin-
ning. The traveller has booked and paid for the
tour or cruise through a travel agent who
assures them that everything has been taken
care of. The tour group assembles, the vouch-
ers and passport are presented, and the
luggage is about to be checked. Now comes
the shock – You can’t take the tour or cruise
because you don’t have a visa! 

The traveller’s shock soon turns
to panic then desperation – is
there any way I can get a visa
urgently; and when that fails,
to recrimination – Who is
responsible? and What
compensation can I recover for
this disaster?

In this article we start with the responsibility
of the traveller to hold a visa, and then
examine the responsibility of the air carrier,
the tour operator and the cruise line and
finally the travel agent, to ensure that the
traveller has a valid visa for a tour or cruise. In
the process, we look at the use and effective-
ness of booking conditions to impose the
responsibility upon the traveller.

The traveller’s requirement to
hold a visa

A visa can be defined as a form of permission for
a non-citizen to enter, transit or remain in a
particular country. The visa is stamped in the
traveller’s passport to permit the traveller to
enter a country. Therefore the responsibility to
hold a visa must lie with the traveller, unless they
deal with a member of the travel industry who
has taken on the responsibility. 

A visa is required to be obtained from the
embassy or consulate of the country in advance

of travel. Severe penalties,
including deportation apply if
a visitor is found in a country
without a visa.

Many counties have a Visa
Waiver Programme which
enables visitors travelling on
their home country passport to

enter a country without a visa, for tourism
purposes, for a limited period of up to 90 days.
These programmes work well but tend to create
confusion where travel is booked to commence in
a visa waiver country, but is to continue through
a non-visa waiver country.

Air Carriers

In international air travel, air carriers may refuse
boarding to passengers who do not have a valid
visa for their destination. But they bear no
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responsibility to the passenger for the inability to
travel, because their role is limited to providing
the air travel, and does not extend to making
arrangements for the passenger at the destina-
tion. However for caution, airlines will include in
their booking conditions a provision along these
lines:

“You alone are responsible for making all
necessary arrangements for your travel
and ensuring that you comply with all
laws, regulations and
orders of the places you
will travel to, such as:

• Finding out from
relevant consulates
whether you need a
passport, visa or
other travel
document …

• Obtaining those documents …

If we provide assistance for any of the
above aspects of your travel, this does
not release you from your responsibility
in respect of these matters.”

(Taken from the Qantas Conditions of
Carriage)

Tour Operators and Cruise Lines

Tour operators and cruise lines
often have the unfortunate
task of having to advise the
traveller that they cannot
begin or continue with the
tour or the cruise because they
do not hold a valid visa but
what is their legal responsibil-
ity in such case?

Tour operators and cruise lines accept payment
for taking travellers on tours and cruises. They
know that travellers must satisfy visa require-
ments to enter into the countries on the itinerary

for the tour or cruise the traveller has booked. It
follows that tour operators and cruise lines
should bear a responsibility to warn travellers of
visa requirements in a general sense. I use the
term ‘general sense’ because it ultimately
depends upon what national passport the
traveller is using to travel and any applicable visa
waiver programme.

But does this responsibility to warn extend to a
responsibility to check before joining the tour or

cruise whether the traveller
holds a valid visa, or even to
organising a visa? 

If this responsibility does
extend beyond giving a
warning, is the tour operator or
cruise line able to impose the
responsibility to hold a valid

visa on the traveller, by using appropriate
warnings and booking conditions?

One way to answer this question is to examine a
sampling of the warnings and booking conditions
which deal with visas and passports used by
leading tour operators and cruise lines.

“WWiillll  II  nneeeedd  aa  vviissaa??  You are responsible
for obtaining all necessary visas prior to
the departure of your tour. Depending on
your nationality, you may need visas to
enter certain countries included on your

tour … It is strongly advised
that you consult your travel
agency and local Consulate
or Embassy of the country
you are visiting well in
advance to determine
which visas you require and
how to obtain them.

WWiillll  II  nneeeedd  aa  ppaassssppoorrtt??  Passports are
needed when travelling outside your
home country. Your passport should be
valid for 6 months beyond the conclusion
of your trip.” (Trafalgar Tours FAQ)
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“PPaassssppoorrttss  &&  VViissaass  All passengers require
a valid passport valid for 6 months after
their trip return date and may require
visas. Some countries require multiple
visas. It is the passenger’s responsibility
to ensure he/she travels with the appro-
priate documents. Your Travel Agent will
advise you of the necessary documents
required.” (Insight Booking Conditions &
Other Important Information)

“DDoo  II  nneeeedd  aa  ppaassssppoorrtt,,  vviissaa  oorr  vvaacccciinnaa--
ttiioonnss??  All travellers must have a valid
passport, and some destinations require
you to obtain a visa before departure. As
far as vaccinations are concerned this
depends on where you are travelling to.”
(Cunard Line FAQ)

“RReeqquuiirreemmeennttss  ttoo  ttrraavveell
Passports, visa and vacci-
nations are your
responsibility. Without the
necessary passport, visas
and/or vaccinations, local
authorities may deny you
boarding, prevent you from going ashore,
issue a fine or deny the ship entry into
the port. Passports are required and must
be valid for a minimum of 6 months
beyond the date of the cruise return.” 
(P & O Cruises condition)

Each of these examples contains a clear warning
to travellers about the need to have valid visas
and passports, and the consequences of not
having them. The Insight condition contains a
clear statement that it is the traveller’s responsi-
bility to obtain a visa.

The encouragement found in the Trafalgar FAQ
and the Insight condition to the traveller to seek
advice from a travel agent assists the tour opera-
tor in its desire to impose responsibility upon the
traveller, by directing the traveller to an appropri-
ate travel professional. If the tour or cruise is
booked through a travel agent, then as between

the travel agent and the tour operator or the
cruise line, their agreement will usually make it
clear that responsibility for the traveller’s visas
lies with the travel agent.

Are warnings and conditions such as these suffi-
cient for a tour operator or cruise line to be
absolved of responsibility to the traveller for
failing to check for valid visas and passports prior
to departure as opposed to checking for them at
departure or failing to organise visas?

In my view, a tour operator or cruise line which
limits itself to packaging a tour or organising a
cruise, may limit its responsibility to the perform-
ance of the tour or cruise, in the same way as an
air carrier is able to limit liability to performance
of the flight. It follows that provided it gives

sufficient warning the tour
operator or cruise line is
entitled to assume that the
traveller or their travel agent
will look after obtaining the
requisite visas. In my view, the
express imposition of responsi-
bility confirms this position,
but the position remains the

same without such an express imposition of
responsibility.

Accordingly, the tour operator or cruise line
which gives sufficient warning is not responsible
to compensate the traveller if they are turned
away from the tour or cruise at the point of
departure for not having a valid visa. 

Travel Agents

Travel agents are most often the first point of
contact for travellers who are denied travel
arrangements. This is largely because they play
the central part in making the travel arrange-
ments. 

If the traveller books through a travel agent, then
the traveller will expect the travel agent to take
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responsibility for the visa arrangements for the
tour or cruise booked through the travel agent.

The question is, are they legally responsible to
compensate a traveller if the travel arrangements
fail because a valid visa has not been obtained? 

The New South Wales Consumer Trader and
Tenancy Tribunal (the CTTT) has examined the
duty of a travel agent to check for/ensure that a
valid visa is in place for a tour or cruise booked as
part of the travel arrangements on three
occasions in recent times. 

In each case, the Tribunal found the travel agent
had breached their duty of
care to check for/arrange a
valid visa and was ordered to
compensate the traveller.

The decisions are:

Discover Japan and China Tour
The travel agent booked a tour
which consisted of a Japan leg
followed by a China leg. On arrival in Japan, the
tour operator advised the travellers that they
would not be able to enter China without a visa.
Despite frantic telephone calls to the travel
agent, the travel agent was unable to organise a
visa to enter China while the tour group was in
Japan. 

The Tribunal’s view was based on an admission of
error by the travel agent in not obtaining a visa
to enter China and a promise to reimburse
expenses.

The Tribunal ordered the travel agent to
reimburse the travellers the out of pocket
expenses for hotel and meal expenses during the
four days they had spent in Japan while the tour
proceeded to China without them. The tour
operator (JAL) refunded the tour price for the
China leg before the Tribunal made its order.
(Morlin v Overseas Travel Service Pty Ltd [2003]
NSWCTTT 620)

The Straits of Malacca Cruise. The travel agent
booked the cruise, which was to depart from
Singapore, cruise to Thailand and return. At the
wharf in Singapore, the travellers were advised
they could not board the cruise ship because the
first port was in Thailand, and they held no visas
for Thailand. They asked whether they could stay
on the ship and not go on shore in Thailand but
they were told that they could not get on the
ship at all. At that time, all Australian permanent
residents and citizens needed to obtain a visa to
enter Thailand.

The Tribunal’s view was that “One would have
expected that the travel agent
would have checked as to
whether the requisite visas had
been obtained by the appli-
cants at a reasonable time
before departure”. The Tribunal
ordered the travel agent to
compensate the travellers the
full cruise price, the cost of
alternative accommodation,

transfers and travel insurance. (Pupkus &
Butkeviciute v Nemirovska t/as Bondi Travel
[2004] NSWCTTT 540)

The Russia, Warsaw and the Baltic States Tour.
The travel agent booked the tour as part of more
extensive travel arrangements for a tour to
Europe. The Insight tour leader told the travellers
when they met up in the hotel before the tour
departed that they needed visas to enter Russia.
The travellers were shocked to hear this because
they had asked their travel agent whether visas
were required and were told that visas were not
required because the travel agent understood
that “Insight has a permanent invitation to
Russia”. Apparently, this ‘invitation’ is a letter
issued by Insight to enable a visa to be applied
for, a fact which was not appreciated by the
travellers, or the travel agent. On learning of the
problem, the travellers attempted to call the
travel agent, but the calls went unanswered
although messages were left on the voice mail.
The tour leader tried to obtain a visa urgently, but
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was unable to do so because of the political
situation.

The Tribunal’s view was that “[The travel agent]
was organising the whole package for [the
travellers]. A substantial portion of this package,
the Insight tour, involved the obtaining of a visa
to Russia. In my view the care and diligence
which a travel agent has to exercise would
include checking that the [travellers] had the
requisite visa for Russia. This was not done.”

The Tribunal ordered the travel agent to compen-
sate the travellers 11/16th of the tour price, after
taking into account the fact that the travellers
could have taken the first five
days of the tour (pre Russia)
without the visas, and a
further sum of $1,500 to each
traveller “ … for the distress
and disappointment of not
being able to participate in a
portion of the tour”. The
Tribunal did not compensate the travellers for
their out of pocket expenses for hotel and meal
expenses on the basis that the compensation
provided was sufficient. (Crook v Flight Centre Ltd
[2009] NSWCTTT unreported 30/03/2009)

In each case, it was the common law standard of
reasonable skill and care that was applied by the
Tribunal as the basis for determining the liability
of the travel agent. The breach
of that standard was the
failure by the travel agent to
check for/ensure that a valid
visa was in place for a tour or
cruise booked as part of the
travel arrangements.

The compensation in Morlin
was for hotel and meal expenses only because
the tour operator had refunded the tour price.
But in the Pupkus and Crook cases, the compen-
sation included the price of the tour, which
means that the cruise operator and the tour
operator must have relied upon their cancellation
conditions to retain the tour price.

Limitations on the duty of travel
agents to check visas

Many travel agents, like tour operators and cruise
lines, attempt to impose responsibility for obtain-
ing visas upon the traveller, through the use of
general terms and conditions. 

The Tribunal in the Crooks case considered the
effectiveness of the travel agent’s booking condi-
tions which purported to do so:

“The [travel agent’s] general terms and
conditions relating to visas
are that ‘obtaining visas is
the responsibility of the
customer’ and ‘although
organisation of passports
and visas remains the
responsibility of the
traveller please ask your
consultant to assist with

visas for your destination’. The documen-
tation also refers to the travel agent
advising of the necessary documents
required.”

The Tribunal continued:

“This does not absolve Flight Centre [the
travel agent] from its obligation. I am

able to come to the conclu-
sion that Mr and Mrs Crook
[the travellers] had relied on
Flight Centre for assistance
in obtaining the necessary
visas … there was a clear
omission by Flight Centre in
not following up or acting

upon any invitation letter and ensuring
that the Crooks had a valid visa.”

In this case, the attempt to impose responsibility
upon the traveller which is contained in the
travel agent’s booking conditions was negatived
by the Tribunal’s finding the travellers relied upon
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the travel agent for advice and assistance in
obtaining a visa. 

In the Pupkus case, the attempt to impose
responsibility was verbal “You should check
through each embassy whether a visa is required”.
The Tribunal said this was not effective, stating
that “If there had been any doubts about the
need for a visa, it would be incumbent upon the
travel agent to ensure that there would be no
obstacle in the [travellers] joining the cruise.”

Actual reliance is difficult to prove in many cases,
because the evidence is
contradictory – the traveller
will say that they discussed
visas with the travel agent,
while the travel agent will
deny it or say even if visas
were discussed, they drew the
attention of the traveller to
their, and the tour operator’s or cruise line’s,
booking conditions that visas are the responsibil-
ity of the traveller. In disputes of this kind,
reliance upon conversations, where no written
notes are taken, is inconclusive. 

But is actual reliance necessary? Are Tribunals or
Courts prepared to imply reliance, because the
travel agent has undertaken the work to book the
tour or cruise? In all the cases cited above, the
Tribunal was prepared to imply reliance because
the travel agent had undertaken the work to
book the tour or cruise. 

Are there any situations where a travel agent’s
booking conditions or verbal advice might be
effective to impose responsibility for visas upon
the traveller? 

There is one situation which comes to mind.
Some travellers will engage the travel agent to
specifically book the tour or cruise, and not to
make the other travel arrangements. The

assumption by the traveller of the responsibility
for making the other travel arrangements (air
travel/accommodation) will support the travel
agent’s argument that the traveller has accepted
responsibility for the visa arrangements.

In the Crooks case, the Tribunal Member
commented that the travel agent was organising
‘the whole package’ which consisted of two
tours, all air travel and some accommodation
outside the tours, and this was regarded as being
significant in finding that the travel agent’s duty
extended to organising the visas.

In the Pupkus case, the
Tribunal Member said “I take
into account that, in this
particular case, the [travellers]
had purchased a package
which involved travel to a
number of different countries.”

In my view, had the travel agent booked the tour,
and nothing more, and had drawn the traveller’s
attention to the warning about visas in the tour
operator’s booking conditions, then the travel
agent may have been able to rely on their
booking conditions to impose responsibility for
obtaining visas on the traveller. 

Conclusion

The law generally follows the common sense
conclusion that if a tour or cruise is booked
through a travel agent, then the travel agent,
unless they are able to disclaim liability, is
responsible to compensate the traveller if they
are stranded and unable to proceed with the tour
or cruise because they do not hold a valid visa to
enter a country.
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